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SUMMARY
Throughout my studies, I have become increasingly passionate about Architecture and design,
developing skills in creative thinking and BIM modelling. I am now looking to put my skills and
knowledge to work and gain practical experience.
Working on several projects and a variety of conceptual projects during my degree has
equipped me with significant software skills, including significant proficiency in Revit and
a working knowledge of Archicad, the Adobe Suite, Twin motion, SketchUp and Lumion. In
addition, my experience working as a sales representative for more than 4 years in the design
and retail sector has allowed me to develop great written and verbal communication skills.
In Architecture Studio courses, I worked under pressure, and collaborately with peers and tutors.
I have also had the opportunity to work on industry projects as a research assistant, where I
gained practical experience and was exposed to the greater building & design industry. My
recent involvement in the Thomas Jack Park
Redevelopment project in Dalby with the Western Downs Regional Council and Griffith University
shows my dedication and reliability. As a team led project, a positive and flexible attitude
was essential and was a key criterion in the selection of the team. Due to my professionalism
and hard work with the Dalby project, I was also selected to work on a tourism master plan
redevelopment for the Etheridge Shire.
Through my studies and employment, I have I found that I have a desire to do meaningful design
work that
supports people and communities. That there is a need for positive environmental change within
architectural design far beyond aesthetics. To design in a way which is sustainable and minimises
the negative impact of not only the people and environment at not only a commercial but also
residential scale is incredibly important to me.

THOMAS JACK PARK REDEVELOPMENT
DALBY, QLD | SEPT - DEC 2021

ABOUT THE PROJECT
This project was community driven, with community consultation driving the design of the park. This was one
of the initial proposals presented to the local council. As as professional project, I was directly involved in
communicating to stakeholders, site analysis, community consultation, designing & costing.
The existing park had lots of natural vegetation and was primarily used by young families both local and
traveling. The main feedback from community consultation was to increase facilities (bbqs, tables, shading etc),
improve safety, increase enclosed play & provide play for older children and teens. An all abilities playground
and a sensory garden were common responses.

ELLIOT CAFE
GEORGETOWN, QLD | DEC - FEB 2022

ABOUT THE PROJECT
For this industry project, the council wanted a master-plan for future infrastructure and
developments to meet the growing tourism market demand. My primary role was creating
a concept proposal for a cafe which was located with the Visitor Information Centre (VIC)
located in the main town, Georgetown.
Connection to natural geological sites within the shire:
Inside the cafe, the design takes inspiration from the natural geological sites seen
through the shire. The Lava tubes inspired the aluminum beams which curve where the walls
meet the roof, creating a rounded and warm interior, reflecting the shape and feel of the lava
tubes at Undara.
The Ted Elliot mineral collection inspired the tinted windows in various colours of crystals
and minerals found in the local area. This plethora of colour creates a colourful yet light
interior, making the users feel as though they are within the beautiful minerals.
The distinct red hue seen in the earth and termite mines throughout the shire will be
reflected in the concrete finishes. Using the distinct earth as an aggregate will create a warm
yet natural concrete finish, further connecting the cafe to the surrounding landscape and
geography. The choice of rough and natural textures from the plaster, brick to concrete, will
further enforce and reflect the natural beauty of Etheridge.
Connection to exisiting museum facilities & park:
A large open promenade aound the building, ajoins with the exisiting building, creating
a seamless integration of the cafe, while allowing it be free standing. Additionally the large
stair seating allows for greater interaction with the ajoining park
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WOMENS TRANSITIONAL FACILITY
RED HILL, QLD |YEAR THREE 2022

ABOUT THE PROJECT
This project focused on architecture at a city scale. The brief asked for the site to be
transformed into a transitional facility for women, creating a space which stimulated life outside
of incaration. Children up to the age of five, reside in the facility with their mothers. My aim for
this project was to closely integrate the landscape into the site, so the residents and workers, felt
close to the nearby creek. Indigenous culture & history was a large driver in the brief. There is a
large proportion of indigenous
people incarcerated, so providing a space where they could connect with the site was essential.
Additionally, through using the indigenous techniques and placement of resdential and
community focused programs, I was able to mitage the flooding issues, increase passive design
and emphaise views.
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BADEN POWELL COMMUNITY CENTRE
SOUTHPORT, QLD | YEAR TWO, 2021

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The concept of harbor was established for this project through the research of greater southport
and its identity as a marine centre. Surrounded by water and several marinas, southport is the hub
of Australia for marine industry. Southport is known to have one of the worst crime rates on the
coast. Due to this finding, the idea of a more conceptual approach of a harbor was established,
creating a need for the project to be a space in which the community within would be protected
and sheltered. The form of the building is influenced by the concept and various precedents.
For safety and protection i wanted the building to be fully enclosed, which is where the long
passageways were formed. These long and defined pathways mimic the form of the concrete
pontoons evident in harbors. When revising the form, I repositioned the buildings so they were
perpendicular to further represent the angular form of a harbor, have a more efficient and
accessible floor plan.
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HARBOR FOR BIRDS

The shallow green roof which is elevated of the primary concrete roof, creates a harbor for migratory
birds. The green space provides them with an isolated and protected space to rest and inhabit within the
busy & dense area of southport.
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MATERIALITY
CONCRETE
The concept of a  harbor  was applied to the
Materiality of this project. Concrete was chosen as
the primary material to reflect the concrete pontoons
seen  in marinas. A more unfinished  concrete texture
will be used, to reflect the more industrial aspect seen
in these marinas.
The concrete is used on the external cladding, floors,
roof and stair steps

BIRCH TIMBER
Not only has the artificial elements of a harbor been
Incorporated into the design, but also the natural elements of not only the coastline and site. Being a park initially, retention of the natural elements is essential. This is
why the secondary material unfinished timber was chosen.  
A lighter tone was chosen to mimic the hues of the beach.
The timber is used in furniture, beams mullions, railings &
stairs

HARBOR FOR HOMELESS
The external courtyard was created to provide the
homeless with a safe place while still protecting
the people within. As homeless are a large reason
for the high crime rate it is important that they be
separated. The courtyard provides a space which
is shaded and undercover area with seating and  
security cameras for homeless to use at night and
in poor weather. Will also be a useful
space for ROSIES to set up
and distribute services.
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INTERNAL PLAY AREA
Space for children to play and be 		
supervised. Half walls ensure a line
of sight into the area from the cafe,
reception and main courtyard. However
these walls ensure children are enclosed
and safe

SECTION C

COMMUNITY VEGETABLE GARDEN
Due to the med-High building density
in the area, residents lack backyards
or green space, the incorporation of a
community garden would encourage
community Interaction and collaboration.

ACTIVITY COURTYARD
Space for outdoor exercises
and classes. Minimal slope
makes it Accessible for elderly
and disabled.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
PRIMARY ROOF STRUCTURE
The main roof structure has a raw concrete finish exterior and interior. For lightning and other services, in
fully internal rooms, a suspended ceiling has been created. Glass curtain walls are also evident, to provide
natural light and improve passive design

EXTERIOR WALLS & FLOORING
The exterior facade utilise concrete cladding. This concrete cladding is attached to a traditional type wall
with ties. There is also reinforced concrete footings to
ensure stability.
1. 30mm precast concrete cladding
2. Ties connecting cladding to Masonry structure
3. 58mm air and insulation layer
4. Waterproof layer
5. 100 mm concrete masonry blocks
6. Gypson Wall board or if half wall, another layer of precast concrete
cladding
7. 40 mm polished concrete floor finish
8. 30 mm Insulation & damp-proofing
9. 155 mm cast in situ
Concrete & footings

1. 100 mm Cast in-situ reinforced concrete
2. Water proof liner
3. 60 mm insulation
4. 40 mm concrete finish
5. Ceiling ties connecting ceiling to roof
6. 57 mm compound ceiling with plaster finish
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PADDINGTON VILLAGE SHOPHOUSES
PADDINGTON, BRISBANE, QLD| YEAR TWO, 2021

ABOUT THE PROJECT
This project was largely influenced by the surrounding queenslander homes in Paddington. The
traditional white timber fencing observed in the area was the main design inspiration for the
white timber slatting. Additionally, the concept of regrowth and ruins was founded in the lack of
vegetation seen in the area. In the project, I wanted to incorporate the vegetation back into the
urban landscape through integrating it into the built environment.
This project was aimed at creating a space which facilitates community, commercial and
residential engagement. On a very small site, 8 shophouses needed to be included, creating
retail shops which also connected directly to a residential apartment for the owners. The
shophouses needed to be adaptable for a wide range of commercial purposes.
As this project is not only commercial and community based but also for private residences, the
need for clear separation between private and public spaces was an essential aspect to the
designing of the facade, landscaping and floor plans. The public space is located on the lower
most floor, maximizing views to the city and of nearby vegetation. The commercial shops are
located on the ground floor, to maximize foot traffic and accessibility. Residential apartments are
located on the first and second floors, to reduce noise
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ALBERT PARK ISOPOD
GOLD COAST, QLD | YEAR ONE, 2020

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The isopod/folly project, is a conceptual design project, taking the implications from the
covid-19 pandemic and reflecting this into architectural designing.
The design of the pod is inspired by the natural elements found at the site. Additionally, the use
of certain ,materials such as glass, steel and traditional fittings and doors were prohibited.
The space needed to provide the client with a “comfortable space to inhabit while also
providing a place for (socially distanced) community interaction”. Additionally, creating a
community function which would benefit the area and also provide safe, socially-distanced
community interaction.
The design and organic shape of the roof and external walls was inspired by the organic forms
seen in the bark from native trees surrounding the site. Additionally, the rough and textured
roof, created an opportunity to create a community space for studying, resting and interaction.
The gradual slope also allows users to have an elevated view of the park and distant city
scape. As glass was prohibited, and i wanted to create a building in which you could control
the levels of openness, i chose to incorporate adjustable louvers. The timber slatting, also acts
as privacy screen, allowing light in the whole building but providing visual privacy to more
private areas.

SPATIAL DIAGRAM, FLOOR PLAN AND SECTIONS: (HAND DRAWN)

ELEVATIONS AND PLAN: HAND DRAWN

TEMPORARY INSTALLATION
SOUTHPORT, QLD | YEAR ONE, 2020

ABOUT THE PROJECT
This project is a temporary installation project for the Griffith University Aquatic Centre. I chose to
create an outdoor study space, as i found at Griffith University there was minimal outdoor study
spaces which had vegetation and privacy. I also wanted to incorporate natural elements directly into the build form, choosing a fan leaf to inspire the rounded form. Additionally, i wanted to
make the furniture apart of the built form, so by embedding and extending these wooden pieces,
tables and benches are formed. Furthermore, the use of vegetation above, filters out any harsh
light, creating a canopy like effect over the structure.
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